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Abst rac tmFor  facilitating images under nonlinear t ansformations, the splitting-shooting method, 
the splitting-integrating method, and their combinations are presented in [1], which do not require 
nonlinear solutions, but have the low convergence rate O(1/N) of sequential pixel (or vo~el) greyne~, 
where N is the division number to split a 3D image wxel into N s subvoxeis. In this paper, new 
partition techniques of 3D subregions are proposed to evaluate carefully overlaps between a cube 
and the distorted subvoxel region and then applied to the splitting-shooting method, the splitting- 
integrating method, and their combinations. Error analysis is made to prove that the convergence 
rate O(1/N 2) can be achieved, and numerical experiments are carried out to confirm the theoretical 
analysis mode. A remarkable advantage ofthe new discrete techniques i  that no solutions of nonlinear 
equations are required either. The discrete techniques in this paper are well suited not only to solid 
objects but also to surfaces and curves in three dimensions, thus to benefit he study in many topics 
in computer science, such as computer vision, image processing, and pattern recognition. ~) 1998 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1], we propose discrete techniques to facilitate 2D image transformations, such as the Splitting- 
Shooting Method (SSM) for T, the Splitting-Integrating Method (SIM) for T -1, and their com- 
bination (CSIM) for T-1T, where T is a nonlinear transformation. Combination CSIM is easy 
to carry out because there is no need to solve nonlinear equations during the inverse transforma- 
tion. However, the convergence rates of sequential greyness errors are only O(1/N), where N is 
the division number for splitting a pixel (or voxel) region. Low convergence rates indicate that 
large N and more CPU time are needed. Suppose that a voxel of images in 3D is split into N s 
subvoxels, and e is a tolerable rror of greyness. If the discrete algorithm has the convergence 
rate, O(1/Nk), with k >_ 1, the total number of subvoxels i  O(MN s) = O(Me-S/k), where M 
is the total voxel number of an image. Hence, the combination CSIM needs O(Me -3)  subvoxels 
(see [2]), but the algorithms with the convergence rate O(1/N 2) need the total subvoxel number 
O(Me-S/2). 
Our recent attempt is to explore new techniques to achieve the high convergence rate, 0(1/N2), 
of greyne~ solutions in 3D image transformations. In this paper, a partition technique of 3D 
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subvoxels is first proposed to implement CSIM, to lead to two new combinations CSIM and 
CSiM, where the notations "S" and "i" denote the splitting-shooting method and the splitting- 
integrating method using the partition technique. The simple 2D case of this paper is also 
described in [3]. The new combination CSIM and CSiM of image transformations proposed 
in this paper, not only have rates O(1/N 2) for both piecewise constant and piecewise bilinear 
interpolations of image greyness, but also bypass the nonlinear equations. 
A combination CIIM is given in the recent paper [4] to employ the splitting-integrating method 
in [5] for both T and T -1. The high convergence rate O(1/N 2) can be achieved if piecewise 
bilinear functions are adopted to interpolate the image greyness. The error analysis on CIIM is 
first provided in [4], and numerical experiments in 3D image transformations are reported in [2]. 
Note that the low convergence rate Oil /N ) still remains when the piecewise constant functions 
are adopted. Also note that combination CIIM in [2,4] is still involved in nonlinear solutions. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we describe the combination 
CSIM, provide the new partition techniques in Section 3 and present he new combinations 
CSIM and CS-IM in Section 4. In Section 5, we give an error analysis of image voxel greyness, 
and finally in Section 6, conduct numerical and graphical experiments o verify the theoretical 
results obtained, and to display application in solid objects, spatial surfaces and curves. 
2. COMBINAT ION CS IM OF  SPL ITT ING-SHOOTING-METHODS 
Consider a nonlinear transformation i 3D 
where the functions 
T: (~,71,¢) ~ (x,y,z), (2.1) 
x = v,  ¢) ,  y = v, ¢) ,  z = z (e ,  v,  ¢) ,  (2.2) 
step I step 2 









r ~'~ Case II 
step 5 
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Figure 1. Schernstic steps for image transforrnstions by numerical methods. 
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and ~!~ and zyz are two Cartesian coordinate systems. We assume that the functions (2.2) 
are known and e.vplicit. For 3D image tr_a~nsformations u der T-1T, we shall employ numerical 
approaches as illustrated in Figure 1, where Steps 1-4 and 5-8 are designed for T and T -1, 
respectively. For the sake of simplicity, we only take binary images as examples in this paper; 
however, the new techniques are more beneficial to multigreyness images due to high accuracy of 
the image greyness obtained. 
Let a standard image W in ~/( and the distorted image Z in xyz be related to each other 
under the transformation T 
T, ~r, W= {W~jk}, ~r = {ZIJK}, (2.3) 
where W~jk and ZIJK are the discrete image voxels at the points (i,j, k) and (I, J, K), respec- 
tively. The notations 
(i,j,k) = {(~,y,¢), ~ = ill, ~1 = jH ,  ¢ = kH},  
(I, J, K) = {(z, y, z), x = IH, y = JH, z = KH},  
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
where H is the mesh resolution on an optimal scanner. In Steps 1 and 8, we may convert image 
voxels and their greyness by the following formulas 
, if ~ijk _> 1, 
1 - 1 
1, i fWi j~= '*' - '+ ' ,  i f~_<~jk<2,  (2.6) 
~ J~= 0, ifW~jk= ' ' '  Wijk= 1 
' ' . ' ,  if 0.I <_ @~jk < ~, 
' ' , if ~ jk  < 0.1. 
In Step 2, piecewise constant and trilinear interpolation are used for forming the interpolatory 
function ¢(~, 7, ¢). 
2.1.  P iecewise  Constant  In terpo la t ion  (/J = 0) 
~0(~, ~/, ¢) = @ijk, when (~, ~/, (~) • F'lijk, 
where the voxel region 
. 1 . 1 
. 1 . 1 
I 1 
and the total domain of the standard image W is f! = L~j~ {~jk. 
2.2. Piecewise Tri l inear Interpolat ion (/~ = 1) 
1 
~1(~, n, (~) = ~ {'~ijk(('/' + 1)H - ~)((j "t" 1)/'/- ~)((k -+- 1)/-/- (~)) 
"~" ~d+l j  kC(~ -- g/'~)((J "~" 1 )H  - ~])((k -~- 1)H - (~)) 
+ ~ij+l k((i + 1)H - ~)(~ - jH)((k + 1)H - (~) 
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Jr- ~I~ij k+l((i -~- 1)n  - ~)((j + 1)n - n)(¢ - kH) 
+ ~i+l j k+l((4 - -  iH)((j + 1)H - n)(¢ - kH) 
+ ¢~j+~ k+l((i + 1)H - 4)(n - jg)(¢ - kH) 
Jr- ¢ i+1 j+l k+l(4 - -  iH)(~i -jH)(~ - kH)}, 
where ~ = U~ I=1 Ok and 
o~ = / (4, n, ¢), 
t 
when (4, n, ~) E OOk, 
iH< 4 < (i+ 1)H, 
jH < n < (J + 1)H, 
kH <_ ~ < (k + 1)H. 
(2.9)(cont.) 
(2.10) 
In Step 3, the greyness BIJK Call be represented by the mean of a greyness function over the 
voxel region [:]ZJK in xyz 
1 f f J  b(x, y, z) dx dy dz BIJK = ~ OIJK 
(2.11) 
1 f f f  ~" H'3 ~'~IJK 
where fliJK T [31jK, ¢(~, n, ~) = b(x(4, n, ¢), y(4, n, ~), z(4, n, ~)), and 
(x,y,z), ( I -1 )  H<x<( I -{ -1 )H ,  
["]IJK = ( J -1 )  H <_y< ( j+ I )H ,  (2.12) 














Since the interpolatory functions ¢~(~,n,¢) are known from (2.7) and (2.9), evaluation of the 
voxel greyness (2.11) is, indeed, of numerical integration in three dimensions. 
N Let N be a division number, and [3~jk be split into N s small subcubes [~jk = ~yt=l  [7~jk,z)~, 
OOk,T~ = { (~, n, ¢), 
( i -1)  H +(i-1)h <_ ~ <_ ( i -1)H +~h, 
1 _ <( j  l )  H+.]h '(j ~)H+(~ 1)h<n (2.14) 
where 
and h is the boundary length of O~jk,T~ [, given by h = H/N. 
Denote G = G~jk,T)~, as the centroid of DOk,z~ with the coordinates, i.e., 4(G) = (i - 
(l/2))H + (~- (l/2))h. Let 
T, (~., [:]~jk,T~I T [:]:jk,~I, (2.15) 
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then the coordinates of (~* in xyz are calculated by (2.2), i.e., x(G*) = x(~(G), ~/(G), ~(G)). 
Suppose that the transformed centroid G* falls into D~jK, then 
I=  H + ' J=  - -  + ' K= H + ' (2.16) 
where [xJ is the floor function of x. Hence, the greyness (2.11) can be approximated by 
BI jK  ~-, - '~  V(2.16) V]'Jk,T~ 
~" ~'IJK "~- 
v (2.16) 
(2.17) 
The evaluation (2.17) for greyness under T is called the splitting-shooting method (SSM). 
In Step 6, we construct similarly the piecewise constant interpolation bo(x, y, z) in ["[IJK, and 
the piecewise trilinear interpolatory function bl(x, y, z) in D ~JK based on the obtained greyness 
BI JK ,  where 
(x,y,z), IH  < x < (I + I)H, 
F]IJK = JH <_ y <_ (J + 1)H, (2.18) 
KH < z < (K + 1)H. 
The greynees in Step 7 under T-1 can be denoted by 
1 / / /  ¢ (~,y,~)d~drld~. (2.19) 
Define 
where ~---- L(x ,y ,z ) ,  
references [6,7]) 
1 f f /  ¢ (~, ~?, ~) d~ d~l de, (2.20) 
# = 0,1. Therefore, we have from the centroid rule of integration (see 
N 
1 /// 
~jk  ~ ~jk  = ~ E ¢(~' ~' ~) d~ dy d~, 
~'-,J~ E b G* , 
(2.21) 
where b(G*) = b(x((7,*), y(G*), z(G*)). The evaluation (2.21) of greyness under T -1 is called the 
splitting-integrating method (SIM). 
Combining (2.17) and (2.21) leads to the combination CSIM, of which there are two cases. 
Case II consists of Steps 1-8; Case I does not carry out Step 5 since the greyness/}IJ after 
Steps 1-3 will be used directly for T-1. 
3. A PARTIT ION TECHNIQUE 
There are two cases of D~jk,T~ in (2.15) with respect to [::]tJK. 
CASE A. 3 (I, J, K) such that 
["];jk,T:~'~ C_ ["]IJK. (3.1) 
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CASE B. B (I, J, K) such that 
[7* 
where [[::]1 denotes the volume of[:]. In SSM, there occur large errors in Case B because [:]~k,~y~ in 
equation (2.15) crosses different voxel regions. In order to improve greyness accuracy, we should 
evaluate carefully the overlapped portion of 
O* ijkJy~ ~ ["]I JK. (3.3) 
Below, we propose a new partition technique in four steps. 
STEP I. THE CHOICE OF N. The division number N should be chosen such that each subcube 
[:]*j~,~ is located within the following neighboring voxel cubes 
DX+/o,J+Jo,K+Ko, 0 ~ Io, Jo, Ko ~_ 1, (3.4) 
where OIjK is defined in (2.12). It follows that each subcube [:]~j~,~y]~ will encounter at most 
one of the following coordinate planes along each direction z or y or z 
y~( j+ l )  H, or z=(g~l )  H. (3.5) 
STEP If. DISTINGUISHING CASE B FROM CASE A FOR D~jk,zy ~. For Case A defined by (3.1), 
the centroid rule as in (2.17) is still valid. However, for Case B defined as in (3.2), we have 
to partition again the subvoxel regions in order to evaluate carefully the overlaps (3.3). Let Qi 
denote the eight corner points of Oij~jy]~, and Qi T * Q~, i ~- 1, 2 , . . . ,  8. Case A can be identified 
by that Vi, 
[~- l J  ---- Const, [~-~- I - l J  = Const, [z (H-~*)+ l J  -- Const. 
Also, by noting equations (3.2) and (3.4), Case B can be found by 
(3.6) 
F(i,z)= l, F(j,y)--1, or F(k,z) = l, (3.7) 
where the notation F(i, z) -- max~ Lx (Q~)/H + (1/2)J - min~ Lz (Q~)/H + (1/2)J. 
STEP III. PARTITIONS OF I'-Iij/:,~3~. Since the partitioning of a tetrahedron by (3.5) is much 
simpler than that of a cube, we first divide the cube Nij~,~y ~into 5 tetrahedron as illustrated in 
Figure 2, [:]ijk,Ty]~ = {J~ffil Aijk,T~,t" Denote 
£ijk,T~,l T ~;jkJ~]~,l' (3.8) 
and let A*~k,T.~,t_ in zyz denote the tetrahedron of ~'A*~k,~,t_ with the same vertices. For any 
tetrahedron A~*jk,ij]~,t, there exists at most one boundary plane, z = (k + (I/2))H along direc- 
tion z, which can pass through its middle. 
STEP IV. PARTITIONS OF TETRAHEDRON. By a coordinate plane, i.e., the horizontal plane 
z=(k- I -1)  I'I (3.9) 
A~'~,~,e issplit again into several subtetrahedrons such that each of them is located either above 
or below the plane (3.9) entirely. 
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(a) 
(b) 
• Figure 2. Divisions of a cube into five tetrahedrons. 
By  means of the same cutting techniques, we can split the subtetrahedron again into smaller 
ones so that the planes x -- ( /+  (1/2))H or y = (J + (1/2))H no longer pass through their 
middles. Hence, ~* ^* ~jk,z)~,t = [Jm Aijk,z~,t,m' such that 3 IJK, 
£* c D~jK. (3.10) 
i j k ,~ l~, t , ,m - -  
Take as an example the partition of a tetrahedron split by the coordinate plane (3.9). Consider 
a tetrahedron A1 2 3 4 with four vertices; their Z coordinates are arranged in order as 
zl _< z2 _< z3 _< z4. (3.11) 
There are four possible locations for a horizontal plane 
z = ~ (3 .12)  
to pass through tetrahedron A12 3 4. 
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Figure 3. A partition of a tetrahedron into two tetrahedrons under (3.13). 
LOCATION 1 °. Plane (3.12) passes vertices 2 and 3 
z z2 = z3. (3.13) 
As shown in Figure 3, the intersection point P1 on the edge 14 can be denoted by the coordinates 
(xp l  , yp~ , zp  1), where 
-Z-- Zl  
Zp 1 ~-'Z, Xp  1 = Xl"J-  ~ (X4- -X l ) ,  
Z4 -- Zl 
Y1:'1 = Yl + 
Then we have the following partition: 
:-- Zl (Y4 - -Y l ) "  
Z4- -Z l  
A1234 = A+234 P IUA-123 P1, 
where A+ and A-  denote the tetrahedrons up or down the plane (3.12). 
LOCATION 2 °. Plane (3.12) passes vertex 2 or 3 
• =z2  or ~--z3.  
When • = z2, the partition is shown in Figure 4a with 
A1234 = A+234 P2 U A+24 P1 P2 U A -12  P1P2, 
when ~ -- z3, the partition in Figure 4b 





























Figure 4. Partitions of a tetrahedron into three tetrahedrons under (3.17). 
LOCATION 3 °. Plane (3.12) cuts off one vertex, either vertex 1 or 4 
ZZ <~<~ Z2, Z3 <~< Z4. 
When z I < ~ < z2, we have from Figure 5a the partition 
A1234 -- A+4 P1 P2 P3 UA +234 P2 U A+34 P2Pz UA- I  PIP2 P3, 
when z3 < • < z4 as in Figure 5b, 
A1234 = A+4 P: P2 P3 U A-1Pz P2PzUA-123P2UA-13P2P3. 




z2 < ~ < z3. (3.23) 
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Figure 5. Partitions ofa tetrshedron into four tetrahedrons u der (3.20). 
Partition in Figure 6 gives 
A1234 = A+34 PsP4 UA+4 PIP2P4UA+4 PIPs P4 
uA-12 P2 P4 U A-1 PI P2 P4 U A-1 PI Ps P4. (3.24) 
Since the coordinates ofPI-P4 can be obtained from (3.14) and (3.15), the partitions (3.16)-(3.24) 
can easily be completed. 
1 
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Figure 6. A partition of a tetrahedron into six subtetrahedrons u der (3.23). 
4. COMBINATIONS CS-IM AND CS'-]M 
We first modify SSM by means of the partition technique described in Section 3. When []~jk,~i 
in Case A (see (3.1)), we still use the centroid rule 
(4.1) 
where G is the centroid of [::]ijk,~" When D~jk,~ i in Case B, we have for Aijk,~ i
5 
~j~,~)'£NnIjK t=l ~ijk,T)~,~ NnlJK 
°/// 
t=l X:Jk,T~'£,' nF ]IJg bdxdydz ~ Et=l £;jk~#tt NOI J /~ ,  , bdxdydz 
/ /  ~ A* . 
~" t,~ ~ ~j~,,T'~'~,t,~ t,m v (s.lo) v (s.lo) 
(4.2) 
The volume of a tetrahedron can be computed from the coordinates of its vertices, given by 
I 
I 1 1 1 
I x I X2 x3 3~4 
i I _ ,A1234,= 6 Yl Y2 Y3 Y4 
Zl z2 z3 z4 
(4.3) 
and the greyness (2.17) is then modified as 
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i /// 
B I J K = -~ ~ ¢ J d~ d~} d( 
{~ C J d~ d~ d~} (4.4) f//o.,., " ,__- ,g .,2 ~ 
Case, A 
The evaluation (4.4) of greyness under T is called the renovated splitting-shooting method, writ- 
ten as SSM. 
Based on [5], SIM in (2.21) as # = I already has the high convergence rate O(1/N2). Hence, 
we modify SIM in (2.21) as # = 0 only by the partition technique. For Case A the centroid rule 
is still valid, 
/ / /  ¢(~,~},~)d~d~ld~=h 3 ¢(G)= h3 bo (G ") =h 3 B, jK. 
i-lijt,v)" ~ 
However, for/~ = 0 in Case B, we obtain the following approximation. 
5 
/ /  ¢(~, C) d~ &/d( = ~/, 
l-]~,~]~ ,:1 
5 
v (s . ,o )  ' ' ' v (s . ,o)  
t,m £$ v (s.*o) ijk,i)~,, 
Consequently, we obtain a greyness under T -I as # = 0, 
•i jk  
7, C d~ d~l d~ 
/ /  bo j-1 dx dy dz 
. .  - -  , 
j -  1 dx dy dz 
l 
Cd~ d~id~ + ~ ff Cd~ dwd~ [ 
'J2. B J 
A A ~jk,T) I,, 
ijk,~)i,t 
=Z Z Ha T) I  v'/~ t,m 






The evaluation (4.7) is called the renovated splitting-integrating method, written as SIM. Com- 
bining (4.4) and (2.21) gives combination CSIM. Also when # = 0, combining (4.4) and (4.7) 
gives combination CS--fM. 
5. ERROR ANALYS IS  FOR CS IM AND CSIM 
The transformation T is said to be regular if the following two conditions are satisfied. 
1. The functions 
X(~, ~, ¢), y(~, ~/, ~), Z(~, 7/, ¢) E C2 (~"~), (5.1) 
where Ck(ft) denotes the space of functions having k-order continuous derivatives. 
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2. The Jacobian determinant (2.13) satisfies 
o < J0 < J(4, ~, ¢), (5.2) 
where J0 is a bounded constants independent of 4, ~}, ¢. 
Following [3], we provide the following lemmas without proofs. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let T be regu/ar, and MA and MB be numbers of D~jk,T~I~ in Cases A and B 
defined by (3.1) and (3.2), respectively. Then the transformed elements D~jk,~ under (2.15) are 
quasiuniform, and there exists a bounded constant C independent of N such that 
CN 3 CN 2 
MA <_ --~--o ' MB <_ j~/-----~. (5.3) 
Below, we shall use C as a general bounded constant independent of h, H, 4, ~}, ¢, x, y, and z; 
its values may be different in different contexts. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let T be regular, A*ABC D and AABCD denote the tetrahedrons A;jk,1y~, t and 
A* in (3.8). Then there exist the bounds 
~*ABCD ~ £*ABCD I __< C h 4 ~'M12/3 M2, (5.4) 
where (~ is the symmetric difference of two sets, M2 = Ixh,~,. + lyl2,oo,n + Izl2,oo,a, Ivl~,oo,. = 
max,o,=~ ID°vl, and JM = maxa J(4, ~1, ¢). 
la  f l  
We have the following lemma from Davis and Rabinowitz [6] and Stroud [7]. 
LV, MMA 5.3. Let [] be a cube with the boundary length h. Then when f E C~([]), /~ = 0,1, 2, 
where G is the centroid of []. 
Denote 
1 f f f  b(x,y,z)dxdydz,  
where $(~, ~, z) = $,,(~, y, ~) = ~,,(4, 7,'1). We ~ ~ prove the following theorem. 
TH~,OREM 5.1. Let T be regular, and 
(5.6) 
x(4, 7, (), y(4, 7, ¢), z(4, 7, ¢) ~ c3(fl). (5.7) 
Then the greynsss (2.17) under T by SSM as # = O, 1 has the error bounds 
I 70 + (5.8) 
where ~ = L (x ,  Y, z), ~-d 
Cm A C=me B 
where FI~j/:,~]7 i in Case A means its trans£ormed element I-]*j~,t]7 i under (2.15) in Case A. 
Let us prove the following main theorem. 
(5.9) 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let all conditions in Theorem 5.1 hold true. Then the greyness (4.4) under T by 
SSM using the partition technlque has the error bounds 
- /} 
PROOF. We have from (4.4) and (5.6) 
BIJK ~:~(IV') ] - ,.,zjKi <_ D/+ DH, (5.11) 
where 
DI = "~ O~,~i 
(iS°,.:,°,. '.-'.'.-,70> '. (°') i.,:.,.,,,-,)l • 
l~oIn Lennnas 5.1 and 5.3, we obtain the bounds 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
C D; <~ ~ h ~ CJ~,=,D.. ,_
C~o A 
CMA 
-< ~ hSIlCJII2,oo,~.,, 
J0 11¢JII2,oo,~.~. 
(5.14) 
Also, we can also obtain the following bounds from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 
A* 
F' I~jk,T~NI- I I JK ~,.. 
V (S. 10) 
,(s.,o) (5.15) 
5 
<- ~ b~' o,~,s ~jk,~li,t ~ Ai~k,~:~Ti, t 
a. × ~-~(o)1 + Z qk,Z~,t,m maxin O~#h,T~i 
gtr¢~ 
v (sno) 
We notice that ~-  ~(G) n [~ij when # = 0, which leads to zero of the second term in the right 
side of the last inequality in (5.15). Moreover, we obt~ from (5.13), (5.15), and Lemma 5.1 
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Figure 7. A triquadratic transformation of 3D images. 




K= 4 S 6 
**  ***  **  $*  $**  **  **  ***  **  
**  *****  **  **  *****  **  **  *****  **  
**  ***  ***  **  **  ***  ***  **  **  ***  ***  **  
*****  *****  *****  *****  *****  *****  
****  ****  ****  ****  ****  ****  
*****  *****  *****  *****  *****  *****  
**  ***  ***  **  **  ***  ***  **  **  ***  ***  **  
**  ***  ***  **  **  ***  ***  **. * *  ***  ***  **  
**  *****  **  **  *****  **  **  *****  **  
**  ***  **  **  ***  **  **  ***  $*  
******$********  ***************  ***************  
***************  ***************  ***************  
K= 7 8 9 
K ffi 10 11 12 
***  *$*  **$  
*****  *****  *****  
*******  *******  *******  
*********  *********  *********  
****  *$**  ****  ****  ****  ****  
****  ****  ****  ****  **$*  ****  
****  ****  ****  ****  ****  ****  
****  ****  ****  ****  ****  ****  
****  ****  ****  ****  ****  ****  
****  ** t *  ****  ****  ****  ****  
*******  *******  *******  
*****  *****  *****  
***  ***  ***  
* $ * 
K:  13 1~ 15 
* ***************  ***************  
***  ***************  ***************  
*****  **  ***  **  **  ***  **  
*$*** t*  **  * i l l *  * *  **  *****  **  
*********  **  ***  ***  **  , ,  * * .  * **  **  
****  ****  **  ***  ***  **  **  ***  ***  **  
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(a) Errors of greyness and voxels by CSIM and CSiM for T. 
T 
Sequential Error N 
Total All AI2 AI3 
4 / / / / 
8 14122 207 22 0 
16 14122 108 3 0 
4 / / / / 
8 15591 49 34 12 
16 15586 71 11 8 
4 / / / / 
8 14122 207 22 0 











(b) Errors of greyness and voxels by CSIM and CS'-iM for T-1T. 
T-1T 
Sequential Error Absolute Error Method N 
AI1 AI2 AI3 
4 / / / 
CSIM 8 0 14 128 
#=0 
16 0 12 34 
4 / / / 
CSIM 8 0 0 4 
#--1 
16 0 4 0 
4 / / / 
CSIM 8 0 0 0 
#=0 































C + ~JMIl~llx,oo,O,,~,,~) 
ijk,T~ 
C~e B 
<~MB(J~aM2C h a + #JM I1¢111,oo,on.,¢) (5.16) 
Combining (5.11)-(5.14) and (5.16) yields the desired result (5.10). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 5.2. 
We can prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5 .3 . .~t  T be regu/ar. Then the greynees (2.21) of images under T -1 by S IM a,s 
# = O, 1 h~ the error bounds 
(5.17) 
AE CSlM &Bilinear 
3D Image Transformations 
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(c) By C~I  as /~ = 0. 
Figure 9. Error curves of AE  in Case I. 
where ~ij~ is given in (2.20), and 
I=10/~ = U I~.3~, a[:~Ok= U E~:~1~" (5.18) 
Cue A Cue  B 
Note that when/~ = 0, the bounds in (5.17) lead to the low convergence rate O(I/N). We 
have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let T be regu/ar. Then the greyaess (4.7) of images under T -I by S-ZM as # = O, 
using the partition techniques has the error bounds 
(5.19) 
PROOF. We have from (2.20) and (4.7) 
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It follows from Lemma 5.3 that 
Case  A 
C N 3 h5 ~ 2,oo,~ok (5.23) 
K: 5 9 13 
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(a )  D~to~ed hnages .  
Figure 10. The images by C~IM in Case I when/~ ffi 1 and N = 4. 
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(b) Restored images. 
Figure 10. (cont.) 
Next, since there exists a point u E Aikj,i3Lt in ~/¢ such that 
A • ai'kJ,"Lt I 'k j ,"L ' l  J (u )  
(5.24) 
we have from Lemma 5.2 
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(a) Distorted images. 
Figure 11. The images by C~M in Case I when # --- 0 and N --- 4. 
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(b) Restored images. 
Figure 11. (cont.) 
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Hence, we can see from (4.7) and (5.25) 
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(5.26) 
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Table 2. 













nh n12 nl~ 
632 859 529 
31 30 18 
49 34 12 
793 777 750 
24 294 416 
207 22 0 









(b) Comparisons of greyness errors by CSIM, CIIM, C~IM, and C~'IM in Case I as 












A/1 A/2 A/s 
4 90 74 
0 14 0 
0 0 4 
0 22 146 
0 24 128 
0 14 128 










11 E F~ 
0 0 .3631 0.2909 
0 0.3623 0.2894 
0 0.03634 0.2901 
0 0.2548 0.2141 
0 0 .2541 0.2142 
0 0.2545 0.2146 
0 0.2564 0.2153 
~'('i.,o~ A* 
+ Z -~dxd~dz-  BI j  K ~, ijk,,,]~,t,~r~[ 
ttm A ~ 
v (s.lo) ijk,~]]~,t [ 
l X" 
^* t=l 
--BIJK AiJk'TY~'t [ ijk,~7~,t,m --
1 
+, .~ h ~i.oo.~ 
v(s.lo) 
--  ~M M2 + lJlx,oo,n 
(5.26)(cont.) 
Since the number of [3(jk,T~  in Case B for 1 < i, ~, k < N is O(N2), then we have from (5.22) 
and (5.26) 
K= 1 
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Figure 12. Standard images of vertical plane-structure. 
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C {1 jo2 lJ[1, ' } DII <_ -'~ ~_~ h 4 12/3 JM co N 
Cue B 
< ~ h4 T2/3 -- "M M2 + I J l l ,~,n (5.2v) 
H { i  z21z JM ~n} 
- -C~ ~00 ~M M2+--~-o21Jil, , • 
The desired reset  (5.19) is obtained from (5.20)-(5.23) and (5.27). Th~ completes the proof of 
Theorem 5.4. 
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Figure 13. The  restored images by C~IM in Case I when I~ = 1 and N = 4. 
COROLLARY 5.1• Let a/ /condit ions in Theorems 5•1 and 5.2 hold. Then when N - ,  oo 
BzJr 6(m l (N) - . . z j r l  =0 , asp  = 0,1,  (5.28) 
- "-'z J r  = 0 , as p = O, 1 (5.29) 
where f~(N) and ~(N) ~'Ijl¢ -'iJl¢ are t~he approximate greyness of image voxels under T, obt~ained from 
(2.17) in SSM, and from (4.4) in ~r~M, respectively. 
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Figure 14. The restored images by CSIM in Case I when/~ = 0 and N = 4. 
COROLLARY 5.2 .  Let all conditions in Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 hold. Then N -~ oo 
~i jk  -- = i jk  
i jk  -- Y i j k  -~  
. = o, 1 (5.30) 
= o, (5.31) 
~,(N) and ~,(N) where =ijk =i jk  a re  the restored greyness of images under T -1, obtained from (2.21) in 
SIM and from (4.7) in SIM, respectively. 
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Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2 show the significance of using S~M, and ~M (as # -- 0) due to the 
convergence rate O(1/N 2) obtained. Other bounds of absolute and sequential errors of greyness 
can be derived similarly from [3,4]. Based on the above analysis, we below provide briefly error 
bounds by Combinations CSIM and CS-iM. Let ~jk be given, the voxel greyness under T-IT is 
evaluated as 
{¢~jkt T Br jK  ~ ,~. _ (5.32) 
• ~j~ , #=0,  byCSIM. 
Choose the division number by Step I in the partition technique 
N = Np -- 2 p, where p -- P0,P0 + 1,. . . ,  and integer P0 _> 0. (5.33) 
Define the sequential absolute rrors of greyness at two consecutive division numbers Np and 
Np-1  
[~i~k -~ jk  [ I ~jk - iJkl 
AE(Np) (~)= ~ - - - -  7-:X-/max(W) ' E(NI') (~) = ~,jk ~-mm~'i~)) ' (5.34) 
(a) A ~dardimag~ with ~ph~umericonsurf~eofacube. 
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Figure 15. Standard images of 3D-curves. 
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and b* are the interpolstory functions [rom ~ijk and ~v)  respectively. Then the voxel " ' I JK~ 
greyness (4.4) and (2.1 0 under T -~ by CSIM in Case I has the following asymptotic relations 
as N--* oo 
() (1) () (1) 
E ~" - -O(n  ~)+O ~ , AE ~" - -O  ~ , #=0,1 .  (5.3?) 
THEOREM 5.6. Let (5.33), (5.36), and all conditions in Theorem 5.2 and 5.3 hold. Then the 
voxel greyness by (4.7) and (2.17) under T-1T by C'S-IM as # = 0 in Case I has the following 
asymptotic relations as N --* oo. 
We notice that CS/M for # = 1 and C-fflM for # = 0 can provide the high convergence rate 
O(1/ N 2) of vDxel greyness of 3D images. This is a signi~cant development ofdiscrete techniques, 
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Figure 16. The imagesbyC~MinCsse Iwhen p = 0a ,ndN- - - -4 .  
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6. NUMERICAL  AND GRAPHICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
We also define the errors in standard squares deviation 
1/2 
k ~2 i.~ k - "e i.i . ) 
1/2 
(6.1) 
Similarly for greyness B under T, we may define AECN,)(/}), AE2(N,)(/}), E(N,)(~), and 
E~(N')(B). Moreover, we define the voxel errors 
(WcN' )  - (6.2) 
where 
1, if (W1 ~ W~) A ((W~ = Gt) V (~ = Gt)), 
N~,t(~l - W2) = 0, otherwise, 
(6.3) 
and G1 = '* ' ,  G2 = '+ ' ,  and Gs = ' . ' .  
A standard binary image W in ~ consists of 1903 voxels distributed on 15 layers but with 
only three different structures as shown in Figures 7 and 8. A triquadratic tr~uRformation as 
in [2] is chosen to transfer a unit cube to an element hat the top and the bottom surfaces are 
an ellipse and a discus, respectively. 
For the given v~xels in Figure 8, the greyness under T - iT  are conducted by CSIM and C~M, 
and their errors are listed in Table 1. We depict the error curves of AE in Figure 9, where the 
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(b) Restored images on six surfaces. 
Figure 16. (cont.) 
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Figure 16. (cont.) 
break and solid lines denote the greyness olutions under T and T-1T, respectively. 
following computational  results can be observed. 
1. For greyness under T-IT by CSIM in Case I 
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Figure 17. The restored images on six surfaces by CSIM 
#- -  land  N- -  4. 
Table 3. Absolute voxel errors for T-1T  in Case I as N = 




p All AI2 AI3 
0 40 40 560 
1 326 339 996 
0 35 35 467 
in Case I when 
4 with the total 
107 
3. For greyness under T by ~"~M, 
All the empirical results in equations (7.1)-(7.4) agree with the theoretical analysis made in 
Section 5. We also provide some images under the transformations in Figures I0 and 11. 
Furthermore, let us compare the errors of voxels and greyness, obtained from different com- 
binations, Table 2 shows that the sequential greyness errors of solutions from C~IM and C~M 
are much smaller than those from CSIM in [2]. For example, when N = 8, the ratios of greyness 
errors have 
AEIcs~M 0.05842 
= - -  ~ 45, as # = 1, (6.7) 
AEIc~xM 0.001282 
and 
AE[cs IM 0.09354 
1725, as # = 0. (6.8) 
Z~EIc~fM 0.5420 * 10 -4 
Next, compared with combination CIIM in [4], the ratios of sequential greyness errors when 
N = 8 are also given from Table 2 
AE[cnM 0.003129 
AEIc~I  M 0.001282 
~nd 




0.5420 * 10 -4 
632, as/~ = 0. (6.10) 
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It can be seen that the sequential greyness errors by CSIM as # = 0 are significantly smaller than 
those by CIIM. For the case of # -- 1, the image solutions obtained from CSIM are also better. 
In order to display the effectiveness of3D discrete techniques presented in this paper, we have 
conducted two more numerical and graphical experiments: one for 3D surfaces, and the other 
for 3D curves. The standard 3D plane-structure images and 3D curve-like images are shown 
in Figures 12 and 15, respectively. By the same triquadratic transformation f Figure 7, the 
distorted and normalized images are illustrated in Figures 13, 14 and 16, 17. It is interesting to 
note that even though the alphanumerics, such as "B", "G", "Z", "4", "5", and "8", are drawn 
on the surfaces of a cube, their recovered images (see Figures 16b and 17) are good enough to 
be recognized. The voxel errors listed in Table 3 indicates that CSIM as M = 0 is best in image 
transformation performance. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
To close this paper, let us make a few remarks upon the merits of the new combinations CSIM 
and CSIM proposed in this paper. 
(1) Combination CSIM in [1] should be first selected for binary images where the greyness 
accuracy is not critical. Combination CIIM in [4] may be chosen for rather simple image 
transformations to facilitate nonlinear solutions, and to lead to O(1/N 2) convergence rates 
if using the piecewise bilinear interpolation ofgreyness functions. 
(2) If the piecewise constant interpolation must be chosen for images, i.e., those with much 
discontinuity, Combination CIIM in [4] will lead to rate O(1/N). In this case, we may 
also apply (4.7) in SI--M for T -1 instead of SIM, thus to form a new Combination, CIIM. 
As a result, the high convergence rate O(1/N 2) can also be regained. However, if the 
transformations i  (2.2) are all implicit, 
¢l(X, y, z, ~, n, ¢ )= o, (7.1) 
¢2(x, y, z, ~, ~, ¢ )= o, (7.2) 
¢3(x, y, z, ~, ~, ¢ )= o. (7.3) 
(3) 
(4) 
Solving the nonlinear equations of (7.1)-(7.3) is inevitable. Combinations CIIM as # = 1 
and CIIM as # = 0 may also be a good choice to facilitate 3D transformations. Note that 
some interpolation techniques for x,9, z, and ~,~,¢ are also proposed in [4], to reduce 
number of solving (7.1)-(7.3) significantly. 
In summary, when the transformation function (2.2) are explicit. Combinations CSIM 
and CSIM are applicable ven for rather complicated image transformation, because they 
bypass the nonlinear solutions, and because the high convergence rate O(1/N 2) can also 
be achieved when choosing piecewise constant and bilinear interpolations. 
Combination CSiM is well suited to 3D-curves, surfaces, and solid objects; but Combina- 
tion CSIM with # = 1 prefers to 3D-solid objects. Since the piecewise constant interpo- 
lation is the simplest case of wavelets, to describe image pictures (see [8]), Combination 
CS"IM is important in image transformation. Again because the combinations CSIM and 
CSiM do not require solutions of nonlinear equations, they are highly recommended for 
3D images and patterns with multigreyness-levels [9-19]. Details of their applications will 
appear elsewhere. 
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